
Robots and robotic arms are frequently used for:
Car manufacturing•
Military - Bomb disposal, weapons, army surveillance•
Medical - Surgery, X-Rays, life support•
Space - Shuttles, International Space Station, mars rovers•

You must have done many projects in which requirement of screws were 
necessary, but you may not have ever wondered that why there are so 
many different types of head over the screw. Everything in this world is 
designed for a specific reason and so as the head style.

Screws are the type of fasteners which are used to hold things together. 
It consists of a head and threaded part which may or may not flush out 
with the surface while fastening according to the design. There are so 
many head types such as flat head, round head, raised head, truss head, 
Bugle head, pan head etc. and each of them were introduced for some 
purpose.

So let’s start the tale of screw heads.

Types of Screws Heads
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